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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is a network which connects different 

communication devices with the internet to attain quick, robust and real-

time information transfer and communication, achieving intelligent 

management. IoT is still in its infancy so it faces numerous challenges 

varying from data management to security concerns. Sensors generate 

enormous quantities of data that need to be handled efficiently to have 

successful deployment of IoT applications. Concerning data management, 

a great challenge that faces the IoT environment is the detection of 

contextual anomalies. Contextual anomaly detection is a sophisticated 

task because the context has to be taken into consideration in the anomaly 

detection process rather than checking only the deviation of the data value 

as in point anomaly detection. As a result, in this paper, a novel clustering 

based algorithm is proposed to detect contextual anomalies in Internet of 

Things. Attributes were separated into two different categories, namely 

contextual attributes and behavioral attributes. K-Means clustering 

technique was applied on the contextual and behavioral attributes 

separately, then the intersection between the contextual and behavioral 

clusters was used to detect the contextual anomalies. Moreover, the 

algorithm was applied on a real room occupation dataset of size around 

20,000 records and the experiments showed promising results. 
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I. Introduction  

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network which links 

various communication devices with the internet to 

achieve fast, reliable and real-time information 

transfer and communication, achieving intelligent 

management. IoT gains popularity through the few 

recent years. The IoT paradigm evolves as a result of 

the huge availability of the internet access, 

communication protocols and sensors. It utilizes 

current technologies, such as: Cloud and mobile 

technologies (Yue et al., 2015). 

IoT comprises a group of things which are 

enclosed with electronics, software, sensors and 

network connectivity that allow these things to 

capture and exchange data. A thing denotes an object 

in the real world which has an identity and can be 

embedded into a communication network. As a result, 

objects can be managed remotely, permitting 

integration between the physical and virtual worlds 

(Elbouanani et al., 2015).  

The major characteristics of IoT are:  

 

(1) Comprehensive perception: Sensors capture data 

anytime and anyplace.  

(2) Reliable transmission: Objects access 

information networks and achieve robust 

information interaction  

(3) Intelligent processing: Analyze the huge quantities 

of sensors’ data by using various technologies and 

attain intelligent decision making and control 

(Elbouanani et al., 2015; Ray et al., 2016)  
 
The IoT paradigm allows for: 

 

(1) Device to device information communication 

(2) Device to people information communication 

(3) Device to environment information communication 

by the consolidation of information space and 

physical space (Ray et al., 2016)  
 
IoT consists of three main layers as shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1: IoT architecture (adapted from (Rose, 2014)) 
 

IoT layers are described as follows: 

 

(1) Application layer: Denotes the application service 

support system 

(2) Network layer: Includes the communication 

network infrastructure  

(3) Perception layer: Comprises the sensor based 

devices and environmental objects. The acquired 

data from this layer is transmitted to the network 

layer for processing and analysis (Rose, 2014; 

Kraijak and Tuwanut, 2015) 

 

II. Motivation  

IoT is still in its beginning so it faces a lot of 

challenges ranging from data management issues to 

security concerns. Security threats are huge in the IoT 

environment because of the physical accessibility to the 

objects, which are embedded with the sensors. Also, the 

majority of the objects communicate wirelessly so the 

environment is highly susceptible to security attacks 

(Nalbandian, 2015). As a result, a lot of research and 

investigation are needed to deal with these issues to 

increase the IoT usage in various applications.  

Regarding data management issues, numerous 

challenges arise since sensors produce enormous amounts 

of data that need to be managed efficiently. Extracting 

meaningful information from the massive amounts of data 

is not an easy task. A huge challenge that faces the IoT 

paradigm is detecting anomalies of sensors’ data. An 

anomaly/outlier refers to a data point which greatly 

varies from the remaining data points, as though it was 

induced by another approach (Han et al., 2012).  

There are three types of anomalies, described as 

follows: 

 

(1) Global/point anomaly: In a specific dataset, a data 

point is considered a global anomaly if it varies 

greatly from the other data points (Han et al., 2012)  

(2) Contextual anomaly: In a certain dataset, a data 

point is considered a contextual anomaly if it 

notably varies in the defined context. Contextual 

anomalies are also denoted as conditional anomalies 

because they depend on a specific context. 

Consequently, to detect contextual anomalies, the 

context has to be specified as a major component of 

the problem definition. In contextual anomaly 

detection, the attributes under consideration are 

divided into two types:  

• Contextual attributes: These features define the 

object’s context. Context can refer to a time 

interval, location, weather, country, etc.  

• Behavioral attributes: These features represent 

the object’s characteristics and are used to 

determine whether a data instance is an anomaly 

in the context which it belongs (Han et al., 2012)  

(3) Collective anomaly: In a certain data set, a subset 

of data points forms a collective anomaly if the 

points entirely vary greatly from the rest of the 

dataset. On the other hand, the individual data points 

may not be considered anomalies (Han et al., 2012) 

 

Data anomaly detection in IoT is considered a 

complicated task because:  

Application layer 

Network layer 

Perception layer 
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(1) The notion of anomaly in IoT is domain dependent 

(2) There is a high noise rate in the data, since 

sometimes sensors have low quality and power, so 

noisy data may be interpreted as anomalies and vice 

versa (Nalbandian, 2015)  
 

In IoT, anomaly detection has several challenges in 

general and in contextual anomaly detection in 

particular, because, the context has to be taken into 

account in the anomaly detection process.  

In this paper, we explore the problem of contextual 

anomaly detection in IoT. A clustering based approach is 

proposed to detect contextual anomalies in the IoT 

environment. K-Means (Han et al., 2012) clustering 

technique was used as the clustering technique.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 

3 presents the literature work. Section 4 presents the 

proposed algorithm along with the experiments and 

results. Section 5 concludes the paper.  

 

III.   Literature Work  

We noted that contextual anomaly detection is not 

extensively explored in the literature. Few literature work 

explored the problem of contextual anomaly detection in 

general and in IoT in particular. In this section, existing 

research related to using contextual information in the 

anomaly detection process is presented. 

Kosek (2016), the authors presented a contextual 

anomaly detection technique to detect malicious voltage 

control actions in the low voltage distribution grid. The 

anomaly detection technique applied artificial neural 

networks to define a distributed energy resource’s 

behavior under control. The detection system examined 

the distributed energy resource’s behavior, control 

actions and power system impact and was tested with an 

ongoing voltage control attack in a simulation 

environment. The results of applying the detection 

system on a real photovoltaic rooftop power plant data 

showed that the contextual anomaly detection gave better 

performance than the point anomaly detection.  

Liu et al. (2017), an unsupervised anomaly detection 

technique that does not need prior knowledge in 

discovering anomalous events was proposed. Anomalies 

were defined as groups of anomalous objects varying 

contextually from their spatial and temporal neighbors. 

The proposed algorithm was effective in filtering out 

noisy pixels, detecting spatial-temporal anomalies and 

grouping those anomalies into anomalous events.  

Hayes and Capretz (2014), a novel approach for 

contextual anomaly detection in big sensor data was 

presented. The point anomalies were further processed by 

a context aware anomaly detection algorithm using a 

clustering technique to decide whether the anomaly was 

contextually anomalous. The proposed algorithm provided 

improvements over point anomaly detection algorithms.  

Radon et al. (2015), a novel anomalous detection 

framework that used contextual information to reduce 

false alarms through contextual verification was 

proposed. Contextual features were extracted from the 

domain knowledge. Those features were considered the 

factors which determine whether the points were 

anomalous or not. 

Thah and Sitanggang (2016), the authors presented 

an approach to discover contextual anomalies on 

hotspot data based on climate context, i.e., rainfall. 

Contextual anomalies were detected using the results of 

clustering on the daily hotspot frequency attribute and 

rainfall attribute. K-Means algorithm was applied to 

detect the contextual anomalies. The contextual 

anomalies were the hotspots that have high daily 

frequency with high rainfall. 

Leach et al. (2014), the paper explored the problem 

of discovering human behavioral anomalies in crowded 

surveillance environments. The proposed algorithm 

focused on detecting subtle anomalies in a behaviorally 

heterogeneous surveillance scene. A novel unsupervised 

context-aware technique was implemented. Social 

context and scene context were used to enhance the 

behavioral analysis. It was found that in a crowded scene 

the usage of mutual information based social context 

allowed the capability to inhibit self-justifying groups 

and disseminate anomalies in a social network, leading 

to a better anomaly detection capability.  
Berrocal et al. (2017), the authors introduced a 

monitoring system which utilized the contextual 
information to find cognitively impaired person’s 
routines and deviations. Routines were extracted 
though monitoring the daily life of the cognitively 
impaired elderly. The authors presented a system which 
used the daily routine information to detect variations 
from the normal behavior.  

IV. Anomaly Detection  

A. Anomaly Detection Techniques  

If class labels of normal and anomalies are 

available, anomaly detection models can be 

constructed. The techniques of anomaly detection are 

categorized into three types: 
 
(1) Supervised methods 

(2) Semi-supervised methods 

(3) Unsupervised methods 

 
The normality and abnormality of data points can be 

modeled though the supervised methods. Domain 
experts analyze the dataset and label the underlying 
data. Then, the anomaly detection process can be 
represented as a classification problem. The classifier is 
learnt to detect anomalies and the sample is used for 
training and testing.  
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On the other hand, if labels of data points are not 

available, an unsupervised learning method has to be used 

which makes an assumption: The normal data points are 

somewhat clustered. Normal points do not have to exist in 

one group sharing high similarity, but they can exist in 

several groups, where each group has unique 

characteristics. A point is considered anomaly if it exists 

far away from any of these categories of normal points. 

In semi-supervised methods, some labeled examples 

are available but the number of these labeled examples is 

usually small. Only a little set of the normal and/or 

anomalies have labels, but the majority of the data points 

are unlabeled (Han et al., 2012; Hand et al., 2001).  

B. Contextual Anomaly Detection 

Contextual anomaly detection is considered a 

problematic issue compared to the point anomaly 

detection. This is because the context has to be taken 

into consideration to determine whether the point is 

anomaly. On the other hand, in point anomaly detection, 

only the point is considered anomalous if it has a great 

deviation in comparison to the rest of the dataset. In 

contextual anomaly detection, the same value of the data 

instance can be anomalous in a specific context while 

normal in another. For example, a specific value of the 

temperature can be normal in summer in a certain county 

while anomalous in winter (Kosek, 2016). Also, the 

value of the flow of cars in a certain time can be normal 

(for example in rush hours) while it will be considered 

anomalous in another time (in midnight).  

As a result, to detect contextual anomalies, the 

context has to be defined as a part of the research 

problem. One way to put the context into 

consideration is to add the contextual attributes to the 

behavioral attributes in the anomaly detection process. 

Instead of including the behavioral attributes as a 

feature vector in the anomaly detection process, the 

contextual attributes will be added to the feature 

vector, i.e., the problem will be dealt as a point 

anomaly detection process (Kosek, 2016).  

Another way to consider the domain context, is to 

divide the dataset into contextual groups and examine 

the behavioral attributes for every context separately, 

leading to several point anomaly detections processes 

(Kosek, 2016).  

In this research, we propose a novel way of detecting 

contextual anomalies based on a clustering technique.  

C. Technique Used  

The conception of anomalies is highly associated 

to that of clusters. Clustering based techniques 

discover anomalies by analyzing the relationship 

between data points and clusters. Many clustering 

techniques can be used in unsupervised anomaly 

detection. The main idea is to discover clusters first, 

then the data points which do not belong to any 

clusters or belong to small clusters are considered 

anomalies (Han et al., 2012). Since class labels in 

most datasets are not available so unsupervised 

techniques are usually used in various applications.  

In our proposed algorithm, K-Means clustering 

technique was used to cluster the contextual and 

behavioral attributes. We chose K-Means technique 

because it has high scalability in processing huge datasets.  

K-Means is a centroid based technique which uses 

the centroid of a cluster to represent that cluster. The 

cluster’s centroid represents its center point. The 

centroid can be calculated in different ways such as by 

the mean or medoid of the points allocated to the cluster. 

The difference between a data point and the centroid of 

the cluster, is calculated by the Euclidean distance.  

An objective function is utilized to evaluate the 

partitioning quality so that points within a cluster are 

similar to each other but dissimilar to points in other 

clusters. The goals of the K-Means clustering 

technique are achieving high intracluster similarity 

and low intercluster similarity (Han et al., 2012;  

Hand et al., 2001).  

D. Proposed Algorithm  

The main steps of the proposed algorithm are as 

follows: 

 

(1) Divide the attributes into two categories: Contextual 

attributes and behavioral attributes 

(2) Apply K-Means clustering technique on the 

contextual attributes 

(3) Apply K-Means clustering technique on the 

behavioral attributes 

(4) Get the data tuples resulting from the intersection 

between each contextual cluster with all behavioral 

clusters as depicted in Fig. 2. The intersection criteria 

is that the values of the contextual and behavioral 

attributes which exist in the same data tuple 

 

E. Optimal Number of Clusters  

In order to determine the optimal number of clusters 

(k), two techniques were used, namely: The elbow 

method and silhouette method (Oh and Kim, 2017).  

1) Elbow Method  

Elbow method can be described as follows:  

 

• Start with k = 2 and continue increasing it in every 

iteration by 1 

• Calculate the cost that results with the clustering 

• Monitor the evolution of the within-cluster sum of 

squares 

• Check the elbow point (Oh and Kim, 2017) 
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Fig. 2: Intersection of contextual and behavioral clusters 
 

The elbow occurs at the point where adding an 

additional cluster does not decrease remarkably within-

cluster sum of squares. If the number of clusters 

increases, the average distortion will diminish, each 

cluster will have fewer points and the points will be 

closer to their corresponding centroids. On the other 

hand, the enhancement in average distortion will 

decrease as the value of k increases (Oh and Kim, 2017).  

The value of k at which the enhancement in distortion 

decreases the most is named the elbow, the point at 

which we should terminate splitting the data into more 

clusters. The elbow method shows the amount of the cost 

function produced by various values of k. Usually, the 

first clusters will enhance the clustering result, but at a 

certain point the additional gain will diminish greatly 

and produce an angle in the curve (Arroyo et al., 2017).  

2) Silhouette Method  

The second technique used to determine the most 

suitable number of clusters is the silhouette method. 

The silhouette method is a measure of the similarity of 

an object to its cluster compared to other clusters. It 

ranges from -1 to 1, where a large value means that the 

object is highly matched to its own cluster and low 

matched to the other clusters (Wang et al., 2018). If the 

majority of objects have high values, then the 

clustering result is considered successful. If a lot points 

have low or negative values, so the clustering result is 

not considered appropriate, since it led to either having 

a lot of clusters or few clusters. The silhouette value 

can be computed with any distance measure, like the 

Euclidean distance or the Manhattan distance (Meng et al., 

2018; Rajeswari et al., 2018). 

F. Dataset  

The dataset used includes data related to detection of 

room occupancy from temperature, humidity, light and 

CO2 (Candanedo and Feldheim, 2016). Ground-truth 

occupancy was acquired from time stamped pictures that 

were captured every minute. The dataset has the 

following attributes: 

 

1. Date and time (day-month-year-hour-minute-second) 

2. Temperature, in Celsius 

3. Relative Humidity, % 

4. Light, in Lux 

5. CO2, in ppm 

6. Humidity Ratio, derived measure from temperature 

and relative humidity, in kg-water-vapor/kg-air 

(Candanedo and Feldheim, 2016) 

 

A snapshot of the dataset is shown in Table 1. 

The proposed algorithm was applied on the dataset 

consisting of around 20,000 records. Attributes were 

divided into two categories: Contextual attributes and 

behavioral attributes.  

Cluster 1 of behavioral attributes 

Cluster 2 of behavioral attributes 

Cluster 3 of behavioral attributes 

Cluster 1 of contextual attributes 

Cluster 1 of behavioral attributes 

Cluster 2 of behavioral attributes Cluster 2 of contextual attributes 
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Table 1: Snapshot of the dataset  

Date  Time  Temperature  Relative humidity  Light  CO2  Humidity ratio  

2/2/2015  2:19:01  23.73  26.27  585.2  749.2  0.004764  
2/2/2015  2:19:02  23.72  26.29  578.4  760.4  0.004772  
2/2/2015  2:19:03  23.7  26.23  572.6  769.6  0.004765  

 
Table 2: Intersection between contextual and behavorial clusters  

Contextual Behavioral Number of 
cluster number  cluster number  intersecting instances  

CC1  BC5  692  
 BC8  245  
 BC10  4  
CC2  BC13  3  
 BC15  6166  
CC3  BC6  606  
CC4  BC4  585  
 BC11  306  
CC5  BC1  1200  
CC6  BC3  281  
CC7  BC6  210  
CC8  BC13  469  
CC9  BC1  7  
 BC10  1675  
 BC14  1  
CC10  BC7  1355  
 BC11  114  
CC11  BC9  416  
CC12  BC14  361  
CC13  BC2  3699  
 BC6  312  
 BC9  310  
 BC12  370  
 BC15  28  
CC14  BC12  231  
CC15  BC5  289  

 

The date, time, temperature, light and CO2 were 

considered the contextual attributes while relative 

humidity and humidity ratio were considered the 

behavioral attributes. This classification was applied 

because the relative humidity depends on the 

temperature. Also, the humidity ratio is computed using 

the temperature value. The dataset includes only normal 

tuples so artificial anomalies were injected in order to 

measure the accuracy of the proposed algorithm.  

G. Implementation  

The proposed algorithm was implemented in Python. 

K-Means clustering technique was implemented through 

the sklearn.cluster module which includes popular 

unsupervised clustering algorithms (Scikit-Learn, 2018a; 

2018b). Number of clusters ranged from 2 to 20 as an 

input to the elbow and silhouette methods.  

H. Results  

The optimal number of clusters was 13 in case of 

applying the silhouette method and 15 in case of the 

elbow method. The resulting number of clusters is nearly 

equal from both methods so we decided to use 15 

clusters. The results of the intersection between 

contextual and behavioral clusters are shown in Table 2.  

In Table 2, CCi denotes the contextual clusters 

ranging from i = 1 to 15 while BCi denotes the 

behavioral clusters ranging from i = 1 to 15. The first 

column in Table 1 contains the contextual clusters 

numbered from CC1 to CC15 denoting the 15 clusters. 

The second column denotes the behavioral clusters with 

which the contextual clusters intersect with. The third 

column contains the number of points which result from 

the intersection between the corresponding contextual 

and behavioral clusters. This number refers to the 

number of data tuples in which the contextual and 

behavioral clusters have the same row identifier number.  

A threshold of value 200 was set to detect the 

contextual anomalies. If the number of data points 

resulting from the intersection between the contextual 

and behavioral clusters are less than 200, the members of 

these clusters are considered anomalies. Anomalies 

usually belong to small clusters, so the members of these 

clusters are considered the contextual anomalies. The 

members of the clusters highlighted in red are the 

contextual anomalies.  

The accuracy of detecting contextual anomalies was 

computed as follows:  

 
    

    
78.5%.

    

Accuracy of detecting contextual anomalies

number of detected contextual anomalies

total number of contextual anomalies
= =

 

 

The proposed algorithm gave promising results, it 

works in a different way compared to the current 

approaches. The current approaches either merge the 

contextual and behavioral attributes or create several 

contexts and apply the anomaly detection techniques to 

each context separately. On the other hand, the proposed 

algorithm grouped the similar data tuples in the same 

clusters so the members of the small clusters represent 

the contextual anomalies.  

V. Conclusion 

The IoT notion gained popularity throughout the few 

recent years. IoT is the integration of physical objects 

that are coupled with software, sensors and network 

connectivity, which allow them to capture and transfer 

data. The IoT paradigm faces a lot of obstacles varying 
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from data management to security issues. A substantial 

challenge is the detection of contextual anomalies 

from sensors’ data. A contextual anomaly is a data 

point that varies in the context it exists in. Detection 

of contextual anomalies in IoT is a problematic task 

because the context has to be taken into consideration 

in the anomaly detection process. In this paper, a 

novel clustering based contextual anomaly detection 

algorithm was proposed. At first, the contextual and 

behavioral attributes were separated then K-Means 

clustering technique was applied on the contextual 

and behavioral attributes separately. After that, the 

intersection between the contextual and behavioral 

clusters was used to discover the contextual 

anomalies. The proposed algorithm was tested on a 

real room occupation dataset and it showed promising 

results. The accuracy of detecting contextual 

anomalies was 78.5%. 
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